
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Fit for the most discerning beer buff, soda lover or juice enthusiast, this 
center is equipped to carry a heavy load of beverages. The well-spaced 
shelves thoughtfully leave room for wine storage at the base of the unit and 
the tempered glass door keeps your bounty of brews in prime view.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions
Width 60cm 23.81"
Depth 55cm 21.85"
Height 87cm 34.6"

Shipping Details
Shipping Depth 72cm 28.54"
Shipping Width 68cm 26.77"
Shipping Height 96cm 38"

Capacity
Bottle Capacity 750ml 6
Can capacity 330ml 126

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 34 °F High: 50 °F

WARRANTY
The Silhouettte Professional SPRBC056D1SS model comes with a 24-
month in-home warranty on parts and labor. Installation and yearly 
maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are not covered under the warranty

SAXONY
24" single-zone beverage center - SPRBC056D1SS

PRODUCT FEATURES

Coveted Cold Technology
The purest level of refreshment has been perfected in this refrigeration 
centre. Unique technology consistently preserves your beverages at 34° F, 
which is the ideal temperature to serve drinks to family and friends.

Shedding Illumination
Set the mood with our Pro-luminosity feature, select the interior lighting, a 
crisp arctic white or chill azure blue. Choose the intensity, bright and bold at 
100% illumination or soft and subtle at 50% illumination.

Luxury obstruction Free
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighbouring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to these ingeniously 
designed door joints

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com
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We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are 
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